PRESS RELEASE
The Legal 500 U.S. 2022 Guide Names Peckar & Abramson a
Top Tier Firm in Construction Law and Recognizes 14 Attorneys
Peckar & Abramson, P.C. (P&A) is pleased to announce The Legal 500 United States has once again
ranked P&A as a Tier One firm in construction law. The publication also recognized fourteen P&A
construction lawyers in its directory of leading attorneys in the U.S.
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Michael Branca – Leading Lawyers
Jerry Brodsky – “Recommended” Lawyers
Steven Charney – “Recommended” Lawyers
Gregory Chertoff – “Recommended” Lawyers
Melinda Gentile – “Recommended” Lawyers
Patrick Greene – “Recommended” Lawyers
Adam Handfinger – Next Generation Partners
Ronald Helmuth – Leading Lawyers
Paul Monte – Leading Lawyers
Matthew Moore – “Recommended” Lawyers
Peter Moran – “Recommended” Lawyers
Robert Peckar – Hall of Fame
Denis Serkin – “Recommended” Lawyers
Michael Zicherman – “Recommended” Lawyers

P&A is proud to be recognized each year by a number of legal ratings services, including our Tier 1
ratings by Chambers both nationally and in a number of jurisdictions around the country. Firm Chair,
Steven M. Charney, commented, “We are honored to again have received these top rankings from
The Legal 500. This recognition is built on our commitment to legal excellence, the construction
industry, and the prioritization of our client’s goals.”
This is the ninth consecutive year, since its inauguration in 2014, that The Legal 500 United States has
named P&A a top-tier firm in construction law. A client testimonial received by the publication said,
“Peckar & Abramson is a well-known national law firm that specializes in construction law. The quality
and professionalism of its people are first-rate, and they are very collaborative.” Another client added,
“P&A has a deep bench and a wide variety of expertise. Their size provides full-service capability to
me as a large general contractor.”
According to the publication, to be considered eligible for the “Hall of Fame,” lawyers must be widely
regarded as being at the very top of the profession, and to have been consistently ranked as leading
individuals by The Legal 500 for a number of years. It also states that “Leading Lawyers” are defined
as true market leaders, with long-established reputations in their sector, lead roles in multiple recent
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significant matters, and exceptional, widespread recognition and endorsement from peers in the
market and clients alike; and “Next Generation Partners” are key up and coming next generation
lawyers.
About The Legal 500
According to The Legal 500, the publication “has been analyzing the capabilities of law firms across
the world, with a comprehensive research program revised and updated every year to bring the most
up-to-date vision of the global legal market.” It states that it “assesses the strengths of law firms in
over 150 jurisdictions using ‘feedback from 300,000 clients worldwide, submissions from law firms
and interviews with leading private practice lawyers, and a team of researchers who have unrivaled
experience in the legal market.’” The Legal 500 rankings can be viewed here.
About Peckar & Abramson, P.C.
Peckar & Abramson, P.C. maintains offices in New York City, New Jersey, Washington D.C., Miami,
Chicago, Oakland, Los Angeles, Austin, Houston and Dallas, and has affiliations with global firms in
Latin America (through its founding membership in CONSTRULEGAL) and across Europe (through its
founding membership in Leading Construction Lawyers International Alliance). In addition to its core
construction practice, the firm has affiliated practice groups who counsel contractors on labor and
employment matters, corporate and regulatory compliance issues including D/M/WBE compliance and
general corporate and real estate matters.The firm’s website can be found at www.pecklaw.com.

As always, we are pleased to share insights and updates related to legal issues of interest with clients and friends of the Firm. Our records
reflect that the recipient of this message is not a European Union “Data Subject” as defined by the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), enacted on May 25, 2018. If you are or consider yourself to be a Data Subject under the EU’s GDPR, kindly email Megan Seybuck at
mseybuck@pecklaw.com right away. The GDPR requires that all European Union Data Subjects provide explicit consent in order to continue
to receive our communications.
The information provided in this Press Release does not, nor is it intended to, constitute legal advice. Readers should not take or refrain from
taking any action based on any information contained in this Press Release without first seeking legal advice.
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